The BOSSnet
software suite delivers
operationally smart
IT solutions and is
a powerful tool to
assist hospital staff
to improve patient
outcomes through its
innovative, flexible and
powerful Electronic
Medical Record (EMR).

BOSSnet eForms increase electronic documentation with
easy customer designed eForms or for more advanced
functionality BOSSnet Dynamic eForms.
The BOSSnet eForms design environment
is simple to use and allows users in
your organisation to build electronic
data entry forms to capture and
display clinical information.
BOSSnet Dynamic eForms enable more
advanced functionality and bespoke
customer eForms to be developed such
as customised discharge summaries.
BOSSnet eForms are highly customisable
and can be built to suit mobile devices.

Clinicians across your organisation
are able to record data and notations
directly into BOSSnet in preference to
writing on paper. This instant availability
means that BOSSnet eForms are able
to be implemented as users adapt
to the change, allowing your site to
transition from paper based, to digitised,
to fully paperless, at a pace that suits
your organisation and clinicians.

Key features of BOSSnet eForms
REDUCE PAPER WASTE

Existing BOSSnet sites have replaced
their existing paper forms cataloguing
system with BOSSnet eForms which
they themselves have developed.
The savings on external stationery
procurement are extraordinary.

CROSS PLATFORM EFFICIENT

To significantly reduce duplication,
BOSSnet eForms enables data fields
which are common across multiple
forms to be re-used and for their
content to be automatically populated
the next time a user opens a blank
eForm which contains that field.

AUTOMATIC DATA POPULATION

Data fields can even be automatically
populated from other BOSSnet
modules to reduce duplication,
such as a recent results values,
assessments statuses etc.

MOBILE & CUSTOMISABLE

BOSSnet eForms can be completely
designed to suit your specific forms
and business rules, you are not
locked in to any pre-set templates,
layouts or data fields. Forms can be
built to suit mobile devices and make
use of mobile friendly controls.

FORM MANAGEMENT

BOSSnet eForms allow you to
design, implement and dynamically
manage your own catalogue
of online electronic forms.

DATA FIELD INTEGRATION

Each data entry point on a BOSSnet
eForm is given a data field name,
the data is then associated with that
field name independently of the form
and can be used and combined with
others for reporting purposes.

Leading edge technology
The BOSSnet software suite is built
on leading edge technology providing
a highly adaptable platform, loaded
with inbuilt and user generated
functionality to maximise data capture,
interoperability and usability.
As well as the traditional capabilities
of a fully functional EMR, BOSSnet
eForms provides numerous unique
tools to deliver real advantages for
client usability and effectiveness.

Implement business rules to guide
users through completing forms,
displaying sections as required
dependent on other selections or
even the result of other forms.
Perform calculations to make
completing forms easier for users
and implement protocols.
Structured input controls including
lists, calendars, drawing tools, radio
buttons and checkboxes etc.
Multi-contributor forms allow multiple
users and disciplines to contribute
to forms in a structured way.

Observations data capture and
charting. Build complete dynamic
observation charts with highly
customisable display and filtering,
or implement simple table style
observation based forms with ease.
BOSSnet eForms adhere to the
BOSSnet security and access control
model. This gives you complete control
over who can complete forms but
also means users are only presented
with forms relevant to their role.

For more information and client case studies, please visit coremedicalsolutions.com

Popular BOSSnet Modules
As BOSSnet is fully flexible and adaptable, these and other modules can be used
as standalone applications or part of a complete EMR solution.
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Contact us on +61 8 8332 9600
today to discuss your hospital health information management needs or for a comprehensive
demonstration of the power of the BOSSnet software suite.

allscripts.com

